TREATMENT
WE’RE SERIOUS ABOUT LOOKING AFTER YOUR SKIN

At About Face, we deliver the best in beauty. With clinics covering Auckland, we combine the friendliness and warmth of a family business with the professionalism and expertise of world-class skincare specialists. We believe in investing in the best to help you make the most of your skin.

Our many years of experience have taught us we get the most effective results when we combine advanced skin technologies, then follow up with quality homecare products. The products we use and prescribe are Priori, Ultraceuticals, Environ, Clarins and Pure Fiji. We look forward to tailoring a treatment programme to suit your unique skin and help you look and feel your best.

Visit one of our modern skin clinics and discover the About Face difference.

Marianna and Paul
PERSONALISED FACIALS FOR SKIN REJUVENATION

Whether you want to treat skin concerns or indulge your senses and nourish your soul, we offer Auckland’s most comprehensive range of facials. As part of your facial experience, we analyse your skin, listen to your concerns and recommend treatments to deliver results. As a bonus, all facials longer than an hour receive a free eyebrow tidy.

If you would like more time to talk to one of our skin experts, book a 30-minute Skin Analysis or 60-minute Advanced Skin Analysis – the consultation fee is redeemable on product purchase.
ULTIMATE FACIALS

**Laser Facial:** Using our gentle Clear + Brilliant fractionated laser this high-tech paramedical facial will even skin tone, boost radiance, reduce pore size and enhance elasticity. This is not a “fluffy” facial, and there’s no dollop of pampering - but you’ll leave with skin results you’ll love. Perfect as a quarterly top-up (requires consultation before first facial.)

❤️ **The Power of Three:** Our most potent, signature skin treatment facial, using a bespoke combination of three technologies to address all facets of the skin. First, we remove dead skin, then we rejuvenate and soften and thirdly we plump away the wrinkles. It’s the ultimate quick fix if you want results for a special occasion. We also recommend this supercharged facial to maintain your skin after skin rejuvenation courses.

❤️ **Environ Super Facial:** This three-step bespoke facial combines advanced technology with a choice of skin peel and an infusion of vitamin and peptide actives for a firmer, tighter skin. Your skin is left looking bright, plump and even in colour and texture. The ultimate treatment for Environ lovers and those seeking a firmer skin.

❤️ **Skin-Changing Facial:** For those with budget or time restraints, a Skin-Changing Facial is a step down from a Power of Three facial. Choose two of the three steps used in a Power of Three. Guaranteed to exfoliate, hydrate or plump even the most tired skin.

❤️ **Environ Vitamin Infusion Facial:** Penetrates vitamins and other actives deeply into the skin, leaving it looking younger, brighter and plumper. An ideal treatment for focussing on areas of concern such as fine lines, wrinkles and pigmentation.

*Allow from 50 to 75 minutes*

PERSONALISED FACIALS

❤️ **Antioxidant Yoga Facial:** For the eco-conscious or pregnant, this natural coffeeberry facial combines an anti-ageing enzyme peel with eastern massage techniques to deliver a complete mind/body experience.

❤️ **Clarins Pro-Aromatic Facial:** A deeply relaxing, restorative facial and wellness experience which soothes away tension using professional-strength Clarins products to leave you looking and feeling refreshed. A gorgeous gift for yourself or others. Pampering at its best.

*Gift idea*
PERSONALISED FACIALS (Cont.)

Soothing Marine Facial: Calms and soothes sensitive, stressed skin and acne, using French algae and marine nutrients. This facial rebalances, repairs and heals skin in need of TLC.

Ultraceuticals ACE Signature Facial: Effectively addresses major skin concerns while also improving your skin’s overall texture, clarity and radiance. Perfect for those with sun damage concerns. This facial boosts your skin with a good dose of vitamins.

Priori Wellness Facial: Restores radiance, softness and luminosity using Priori’s lactic acid range. It also includes either a skin treatment peel or double exfoliation. Customise your facial for maximum results. Suits those wanting smoothness and hydration.

Deep Cleansing Facial: Improves congestion by removing blackheads, milia and blocked pores. Add a microdermabrasion or peel for even clearer skin.

Clairns Men’s Facial: Specifically designed for the needs of a man’s skin. Including deep cleanse, neck and shoulder massage and masque.

Allow from 60 to 75 minutes

RELAXATION FACIALS

♥ Clarins Classic Facial: This relaxing facial treatment has both gently stimulating and intensely nourishing effects to restore the skin’s natural balance and prevent signs of premature ageing. It is personalised to treat your specific skincare needs.

♥ Pure Fiji Island Time Facial: Escape and be transformed. Tension is eased with a Lomi Lomi back massage then a hydrating foot ritual. Finish with a Pure Fiji Exotic facial to leave your skin glowing.

♥ Pure Fiji Exotic Facial: This highly effective classical facial uses botanical blends to repair, nourish and restore radiance. Choose from four masques to hydrate, purify, exfoliate or firm your skin to cover all skin types. Escape to the islands.

Express Facial: Designed for busy people, this facial includes a cleanse, peel and masque. A quick taste of luxury.

Allow from 45 to 60 minutes
FACIAL BOOSTERS

Intensify your results by adding any of the following boosters to your facial:

- **Omnilux Light Therapy:** Gentle, natural, wave length specific light therapy heals, detoxifies, hydrates and stimulates production of collagen.
- **Active Vitamin Infusion:** Penetrates vitamins and other actives deeply into the skin, leaving it looking younger, brighter and plumper.
- **Skin Peel:** Removes dead skin cells and delivers moisture to the deeper layers, leaving softer, clearer-looking skin. Ideal for those prone to congestion and blockages or showing the effects of sun damage.
- **Microdermabrasion:** A deep skin-freshening treatment using a diamond wand to gently polish and buff, revealing smoother, more refined skin.

And while you’re with us, treat yourself to a little extra pampering with one of these add-ons:

- **Back Massage:** Extend your relaxation and time out.
- **Heavenly Hair Ritual:** Warm Pure Fiji Exotic Oil drizzled to massage away your stress and condition your hair.
- **Eyelash Tint:** For darker, fuller-looking eyelashes.
- **Nail File and Polish:** A lick of colour to show off with the latest colour hues.
- **Classic Make-Up:** Leave feeling confident to face the world again.

*Allow 15 minutes*
If you want to see long-lasting skin results without resorting to extreme measures like botox, fillers and surgery, book a course of serious skin rejuvenation. With our arsenal of state-of-the-art skin technologies such as lasers and lights, we can reverse years of neglect, sun damage and general ageing.

Consultation with our laser specialists is a prerequisite for Fraxel, Collagen Induction, Clear + Brilliant and IPL, but is redeemable on treatments booked on the day.
FRAXEL RE:FINE
Fraxel re:fine is the worldwide gold standard in anti-ageing lasers, resulting in smoother, younger-looking skin. It’s suitable for all skin types including Asian and dark skin colours. We are the only practitioners in New Zealand with Fraxel re:fine laser.

About Fraxel re:fine:
• Perfect for those aged over 45 who are concerned about wrinkles, lack of firmness, discolouration and lacklustre skin
• Re-establishes the contours of the face
• Reduces wrinkles all over the face
• Improves skin firmness
• Refines texture
• Delivers visible results around the eyes
• Reduces acne scarring (in all ages)
• Evens out skin colour, treating stubborn pigmentation
• Perfect for darker skins

CLEAR & BRILLIANT
This gentle laser treatment uses fractionated laser technology with four times the anti-ageing results of IPL, helping you maintain long-lasting radiant-looking skin. Two different lasers can tailor this treatment, whether you want to refine pores and restore radiance or address pigmentation and skin colour. A powerful preventative treatment.

About Clear & Brilliant Skin Rejuvenation Laser:
• Perfect if you are aged 30 to 45 and noticing the first signs of ageing, including fine lines, increased pore size and loss of dewiness
• Erases fine lines
• Reduces pore size
• Evens out skin colour, reducing pigmentation
• Promotes fresh, dewy skin
• Prevents future ageing
• Safe and effective on all skin colours
• The ultimate pre-wedding treatment for brides
COLLAGEN INDUCTION THERAPY

Collagen Induction, or micro needling, delivers serious skin improvements using your own skin to repair imperfections, without the need for surgery. A sterile roller with hundreds of 1mm micro needles makes tiny pin pricks when passed over the skin. This causes skin cells to make new growth factors, collagen and elastin, which in turn make skin smoother, firmer and more radiant.

About Collagen Induction:
Perfect for all skin types and concerns particularly those looking for stronger, firmer skin and scar revision. Significantly improves skin tone, texture and impurities with minimal or zero downtime.
• Reduces wrinkles and fine lines
• Helps with lack of firmness
• Reduces pore size
• Treats acne scarring, stretch marks and sun damage
• Encourages the disappearance of red veins
• Gentle enough to treat eye area
• Safe and effective on all skin colours

IPL (INTENSE PULSED LIGHT)
IPL is not only used for removing unwanted hair, but also for skin rejuvenation. All IPL machines are not created equal. At About Face our machines are the very best that the IPL world has to offer, delivering a fast, effective treatment. We have been pioneers of IPL in New Zealand delivering excellent results for more than 10 years.

About IPL:
• Ideal if you are noticing colour changes in your skin, such as redness or pigmentation
• Treats sun damage
• Eliminates most pigmentation
• Evens out redness to restore evenly coloured skin
• Improves skin radiance and freshens skin
• Not suitable for darker skin colours
• Also a fast, safe method of long-term hair removal all over the body
OMNILUX LIGHT THERAPY
This gentle, non-invasive treatment uses natural, wave length specific light to heal and improve skin function. Choose from three different lights, which target different specific concerns.

About Omnilux Light Therapy:
• Ideal for anyone of any age who is looking for a natural, pain-free, non-invasive treatment to improve the look of their skin
• Treats ageing around the eyes
• Improves vitality and luminosity
• Smoothes and freshens even the most sensitive skin
• Treats acne, breakout and psoriasis
• Skin looks radiant and fresh
• Plumps out lines
• The perfect adjunct to a laser or IPL course for better results
• Improves skin health after illness or surgery

HIGH-TECH SKIN CONSULTATION
Not sure which option is most suitable for you? Book a high-tech skin consultation with one of our skin experts and together we’ll devise the best plan to get you the skin results you desire.
SKIN THERAPY BODY

Harmonise mind, body and soul with a ritual or massage influenced by the very best modern and traditional techniques from both Eastern and Western cultures.
WELLNESS RITUALS & BODY MASSAGE
Harmonise mind, body and soul with a ritual or massage influenced by the very best modern and traditional techniques from both eastern and western cultures.

PURE FIJI WELLNESS RITUALS
The following all include traditional Lomilomi style deep relaxation massage movements.

❤️ Island Wrap Ritual
The ultimate in relaxation, combining gentle dry brushing to wake up the skin, a hot oil full body massage and a pressure point facial massage. Hands and feet are nourished with an exotic body butter masque. Your body is cocooned in the warmth of hot stones to restore balance. Finish with a hot oil hair treat. Simply divine.

❤️ Warm Seashell or Exotic Hot Stone Massage
Drift away while enjoying a relaxing Lomilomi massage using the heat of warm seashells or hot stones to relieve tension and restore balance. Finish with a heavenly hot oil hair treat while you float to another zone.

❤️ Pregnancy Massage
A beautiful ritual beginning with a milk bath foot soak to refresh your feet while you enjoy a relaxing scalp and shoulder massage. A foot scrub and masque is followed by a full body massage to release tension and relieve discomfort.

❤️ Island Retreat
A taste of indulgence combining a foot soak and scrub, back massage and heavenly hot oil hair ritual. Relax as a coconut body butter masque is applied to the feet and float away to the islands with a Lomilomi back massage. A hot oil hair treat completes the ritual.

Allow from 55 to 80 minutes

PAMPER PACKAGES

❤️ Top to Toe
Soothe away stress with a Relaxing Body Massage and a Pure Fiji Exotic Facial. Two favourite treatments combined for sheer bliss. Perfect if you can’t decide between the two – have both!

❤️ Retreat
Bringing together three of the most indulgent treatments – a Pure Fiji Exotic Facial, Relaxing Body Massage and Exotic Pure Fiji Spa Pedicure. Emerge feeling relaxed, renewed and ready to face the world.

❤️ Hot Mama
A treatment designed for pregnancy, or for new mums in need of revival. Give tired skin a boost with a Pure Fiji Exotic Facial, including eyelash tint. Ease aching feet and beautify toes with a Pure Fiji Spa Pedicure. Bring out the hot mama within!

Allow from 2 to 3 hours

Gift idea
BODY TREATMENTS
To care for the skin of the body

❤️ Honey Melt Ritual
This firming body treatment uses the warmth of hot stones to begin relaxation. Enjoy an all over body exfoliator and lashings of firming coconut milk and honey body masque to firm and tone. Experience a hot oil hair treat while the masque works its magic to leave your skin feeling rejuvenated.

❤️ Tropical Paradise Glow
Relax as pure sugar cane is gently massaged over the body, revealing new, healthy skin. Oil or lotion is then applied to replenish moisture loss. Perfect before holiday tanning or to revive dry summer skin.

❤️ Guava Nourishing Wrap
This blissful anti-ageing treatment begins with an all over raw sugar cane scrub to soften and brighten dry skin followed by a warm guava body masque, which hydrates and firms. You are cocooned in warmth with a body wrap while a hot oil scalp massage completes the ritual - drift away to a tropical isle.

*Allow from 50 to 75 minutes*

BODY MASSAGE
Uses warm Pure Fiji Exotic Oil with Swedish or deep tissue movements to ease aching muscles and restore balance.

❤️ Relaxing Massage
A full body massage or focus on localised problem zones. Our most traditional popular massage experience.

❤️ Essentials Massage
For those who need a little longer than a standard back massage. Great for stress release and also for men.

❤️ Small Indulgence Massage
A back, neck and shoulder massage or time spent where needed.

*Allow from 30 - 60 minutes*
OTHER SERVICES
PERMANENT HAIR REDUCTION WITH IPL
Throw out your razor! IPL (Intense Pulsed Light) offers safe, clinically proven, long-term reduction of dark hair on the face, back, chest, underarms, legs and bikini line. Visible light from our Ellipse I2PL or Quantum IPL machines is absorbed by the pigment in the hair and converted to heat, destroying the follicle. The sensation is like a faint sting followed by warmth, similar to that of a rubber band flicking the skin. A personalised quote is given during consultation.

WAXING
Temporary hair removal using organic disposable wax. Hot and strip wax available.

ELECTROLYSIS
Permanent hair removal using the most effective progressive blend technique. Sterilised disposable needle included.

FOR HANDS & FEET
❤️ Exotic Pure Fiji Spa Pedicare
Enjoy a coconut milk foot soak, sugar rub exfoliation and foot and leg massage with a luscious body butter masque to hydrate. To finish, cuticles are groomed and nails painted.

Total Hand-Care Manicure
Cuticles and nails are pampered with clear polish or colour, plus hand scrub, massage and masque treatments.

Nail File & Polish
Shaping and painting your nails.

Lashes & Brows
We offer a full service for your lashes and eyebrow grooming. Please see the price list for details.

MAKE-UP
From special-occasion make-up for weddings and balls, to make-up lessons for you, your teenager or friend, we have the latest techniques and colour hues to delight everyone.

SPRAY TAN
Small Indulgence Scrub and Tan: Instant tan on either the upper body (back and arms) or legs. Perfect for a wedding or ball.

All-Over Golden Tan: An instant, natural-looking spray-on tan, all year round.

Gift idea
We have one of the best loyalty rewards in town, so whenever you buy skincare, make-up or wellbeing products from us, we’ll add them to your points. We will advise you when you are due a free skin treatment valued at up to $130.

You can also earn free treatments by referring your friends to us. Ask for referral cards to find out more.

For more information, including all our latest promotions, visit aboutface.co.nz. Sign up to receive our free newsletter packed with great discounts, gifts and special offers. And don’t forget to ‘like’ us on facebook.com/AboutFaceNZ.